Recent research and production environments are deploying more container technologies for the execution of HPC applications and for reproducing scientific workflows or computing environments. Research works, however, have not accounted for performance interference when executing corunning applications in containers though the absence of an efficient performance isolation layer cannot guarantee the absence of performance interference among multiple corunning applications which share resources. In this research, we propose an interference-aware scheduling method that mitigates the problem of performance interference based on applications' I/O and CPU usage profiles. The proposed method estimates the amount of interference between various pairs of applications and coschedules them based on estimated interference. We evaluate the proposed method for both Bag-of-Tasks (BOT) scientific applications and scientific workflows and compare our method to the Weighted Mean Method. Our method improves the performance of the target scientific application by coscheduling applications with the least estimated interference ratios.
Introduction
Due to their almost zero start-up times, minimal runtime overhead, lightweight feature, and the relatively higher deployment density per physical host [1] [2] [3] , Linux containers are being deployed as efficient virtual technology solutions in research and production environments and in the cloud [4, 5] . Scientific researchers, in particular, are deploying containers to reproduce scientific workflows [6] and benchmark Virtual Machines [7] and provide distributed storage [8] . Efficient resource allocation to the containers in a manner that guarantees high performance is thus of utmost importance. Correspondingly, performance evaluations of containers by Xavier et al. [9, 10] establish the need for an efficient isolation layer to facilitate resource sharing in HPC environments. From their experiments Xen had better isolation than containers due to nonshared Operating System (OS) indicating potential performance interference when corunning applications in container-based virtualization systems.
Also, existing Container Cluster Managers (CCM) [11] [12] [13] allocate physical resources to containers in a manner that maximizes the deployment density per node [3] without considering the cost to performance. Ideally, there should be no interference in performance of corunning containers; however, due to contention for shared physical resources, the performance of a given application varies with the coexecuted applications on the same physical resource. Particularly, as some applications alternate between computation and I/O phases, performance interference is most apparent when corunning applications involve multiple I/O operations. Estimating the interference introduced by different applications concurrently running on a given node and scheduling applications accordingly has become a necessity when aiming to maximize the performance of applications. Research works so far have focused on the performance interference of data-intensive and I/O intensive applications in traditional hypervisor-based virtualization (HPV) environments; however, to the best of our knowledge, this research is the first to propose an interference-aware scheduling scheme for OSlevel virtualization technologies.
The proposed method employs a two-phase scheduling strategy to mitigate interference in OS-level virtualized environments. Our proposed scheduler schedules BOT 2 Scientific Programming scientific applications and scientific workflows applications to resources based on the similarities in the CPU usage and I/O usage profiles to minimize the interference from coscheduled applications. In the first phase, it uses information on the CPU and I/O usage of applications to first estimate the interference between the different applications and then coschedules each application with another application of least interference. In the second phase, the applications are matched to container resources using different resource allocation strategies which would further mitigate interference. The proposed method makes the following novel contributions:
(i) It establishes the existence of performance interference during the execution of corunning scientific applications. (ii) It introduces a two-phase interference-aware scheduler in OS-level virtualization environments to mitigate interference during the execution of applications in containers. (iii) It estimates interference among applications based on computations using Euclidean distances. (iv) It coschedules applications in a manner that minimizes contention for same physical host resources and hence minimizes interference.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the related work and Section 3 describes our interference-aware scheduler. In Section 4, we explain our experiment environments and evaluate the results. We finally conclude this paper in Section 5.
Related Works
Interference-aware scheduling in virtualized environments is still a novel research area. Existing methods have investigated interference of Virtual Machines (VMs); however, there is little research on interference in OS-level technologies like Linux containers which are currently being deployed in many production environments.
In their investigations on resource and security isolation in container technologies through benchmark experiments, Soltesz et al. [14] demonstrate that container-based systems are twice more suitable for server-type workloads. This finding coupled with the findings of Xavier et al. [9, 10] establish the premise that, for HPC scientific environments, the absence of performance interference cannot be guaranteed.
In hypervisor-based environments, interference-aware schedulers such as DejaVu [15] use an "interference index" to estimate interference between workloads. However, determining the interference index requires profiling of lowlevel metrics of workloads over many hours which is timeconsuming. Also, workload clustering analysis is only used to determine which sets of applications require interferenceaware scheduling without estimating the interference introduced by coscheduled applications.
TRACON [16] also predicts interference in paravirtualized environments based on the I/O usage of the guest and native driver domains. Interference prediction based on three models, Weighted Mean Method (WMM), the Linear Model (LM), and the Nonlinear Model (NLM) is applied and the application runtime and I/O throughput of the various applications are compared, respectively. With the results of their prediction, incoming tasks are coscheduled to resources with applications of least interference. However, this method was applied to only Virtual Machines (VMs). The proposed method employs a two-phase interference-aware scheduling method which first estimates the interference between applications using clustering analysis and then schedules the applications to suitable OS-level virtual resources in a manner that minimizes contention and hence mitigates interference.
The native Container Clustering Manager for the recently widely adopted Docker containers [17] , Docker Swarm [11] , employs a manager-agent deployment structure which includes a host that runs a Swarm manager and other hosts which run a Swarm agent each for the management of container clusters. The Swarm manager orchestrates and schedules containers on the hosts according to three (3) scheduling policies: bin-packing, spread, and random [18] . The proposed method adds interference awareness to the existing container placement strategies of Docker Swarm.
Interference-Aware Scheduling Based on Clustering Analysis
According to research [16, 19, 20] , we consider interference as the change in the relative total execution time of an application due to the execution of concurrently running applications. We propose a two-phase interference-aware scheduling algorithm based on application clustering analysis in this section.
In the first phase of the proposed interference-aware scheduler, applications are coscheduled for execution according to the result of application clustering analysis using the -means algorithm. After clustering the applications, the coscheduled applications are then scheduled to the suitable resources by a resource scheduler in the second phase of the proposed scheduling procedure. The interference-aware scheduling shows a scheduling procedure for multiple applications waiting to be scheduled unto container resources in a manner that mitigates interference.
First, using profile data of peak CPU and I/O usage, applications are clustered into specified number of clusters using the -means algorithm [21] . Then, the interference between a selected application known as the target application and other applications in the clusters is computed according to an interference ratio. The application with the least interference is then coscheduled with the selected application and executed according to the container placement strategy indicated by the user. Each application is executed in a different container in all our experiments. The key notations used in this paper are listed in Notations. to group the applications into clusters. The -means algorithm partitions data into multiple sets with each containing a unique center or centroid. For a queue containing a set of applications, Q = { 1 , 2 , . . . , }, with initial centroids given as = { | = 1, 2, . . . , }, the algorithm calculates the distance between each data point and cluster centroids.
Next, the scheduler randomly selects an application from any of the clusters (Line (4)) known as the target application and calculates the interference ratio between that application and other applications in different clusters (Lines (5)- (9)). The scheduler then selects the application with which the target application has the least interference according to the calculated interference ratio (Lines (11)) and compares the interference ratio to a preset threshold value,
. If the ratio is less than the threshold value, the scheduler then invokes the resource selection method to select a suitable node from the cluster (Lines (13)- (14)).
The method returns nodes for the execution of each pair of applications into containers according to their resource demands. Then the applications are coscheduled to containers on the node accordingly. Otherwise, the system considers other placement strategies of Docker Swarm according to the clustering policies selected on the available nodes.
Interference Detection and
Interference Ratio, ℎ . The proposed approach clusters all the applications in the queue into clusters using profile data on their peak CPU and I/O usage. To calculate the interference ratio between the randomly selected application and other applications in other clusters, our approach computes a two-dimensional Euclidean distance between the selected application ℎ ( , ) and the centroid of its cluster ( , ) and that of other applications ( , ) and the centroid of the target application ( , ) according to (1) . With the result, an interference ratio is calculated according to equation (2) and the results are used to select container resources for the execution of coscheduled applications.
3.3. Algorithm 2: Resource Selection Method. Interferenceaware scheduling methods for scientific applications aim at minimizing the performance overheads introduced by coscheduling applications on a particular physical resource. It is therefore important that, in a container cluster, the resource that minimizes the likelihood of interference is selected. At the second phase of the proposed scheduling method, we adopt the placement strategies of Docker Swarm to schedule container resources to applications. The Swarm manager orchestrates and schedules containers on the hosts according to three (3) scheduling policies: binpacking, spread, and random [18] . The bin-packing strategy chooses physical resources based on the highest number of containers running on that resource whilst the random scheduling strategy does not consider the number of running containers. The spread strategy, on the other hand, schedules applications to physical resources with the least number of containers running on them. We adopt the spread strategy as our default strategy with the assumption that the number of containers reflects the amount of resource contention for resources in the system. When the resource selection method is called, the resource scheduler looks for available nodes and considers the container placement strategy indicated by the user. When the default strategy indicated is the spread strategy as used in our experiments, the node with the least number of containers is returned (Lines (4)- (5)). On the other hand, when the bin-packing strategy is used, the available node with the highest number of containers is returned (Lines (8)- (9)). With the random strategy, any available node is returned (Lines (11)- (12)). The method returns the results of executing the applications in the containers to the scheduling algorithm.
Experiments
Scientific applications are classified into Bag-of-Tasks (BOT) and scientific workflows [22] represented as Direct Acyclic Graphs (DAG). In this section, we describe the experiment environments and establish performance interference when corunning BOT applications and scientific workflows in OS-level virtualized environments. We then compare the proposed method to the Weighted Mean Method for BOT scientific applications. We also experiment which of the three (3) container placement strategies of Docker Swarm best mitigates performance interference for both BOT scientific applications and scientific workflows. execution of applications independent of a hypervisor layer.
To manage the scheduling of Docker containers, we deploy Docker Swarm. Our experiment environment consists of two nodes on the same local network with one node serving as both the Docker Swarm Manager node and an execution node and the other node serving as an execution node only. The nodes in our system have a total RAM of 8 GB and 12 CPU cores for the manager node and total RAM of 8 GB and 4 CPU cores for the other execution node, respectively. Each of the server machines are operated by Trusty Tahr Operating System. To validate the accuracy of our results, we deploy Ubuntu 14.04-based container images which have been preinstalled with the scientific applications used for the experiments.
Performance Interference in Bag-of-Tasks (BOT) Scientific
Applications. We first validate the postulation that there is performance interference in containers when corunning BOT scientific applications using an illustrative experiment. For this experiment, we consider scientific applications with four different workloads. Three (3) of the workloads are variations of YCSB applications, each with a different I/O and CPU usage profile, whilst the other application is Melt, a variation of LAMMPS [23] . The workloads and their I/O characteristics are briefly described as follows.
Yahoo Cloud System Benchmark (YCSB) [24] , a basic benchmark for cloud systems, includes a set of six (6) core workloads that define the running of data-intensive applications in virtual environments. These benchmarks Using Glances profiling tool [25], we obtain data of the I/O and CPU usage by each of the above scientific applications when run alone as shown in Table 1 . For each characteristic, the data represented is based on the peak value obtained for each application during their execution lifecycle. We evaluate only two characteristics, CPU and I/O, per application and perform clustering analysis based on them.
In the experiment, we select the Update-Heavy workload as our target application and assume that only two containers can run on the same node simultaneously. Thus in this experiment scenario, we coexecute the Update-Heavy workload with Read-Only workload, YCSB Read-ModifyUpdate workload, Melt (3500), and another YCSB UpdateHeavy workloads, respectively, under the same conditions. Scientific Programming 5 We present the results of the change in execution times of the Update-Heavy workload when corun with other workloads as well as the change in throughput in Figure 1 . Figure 1 shows the changes in execution time of UpdateHeavy workload from Cluster 1, when coexecuted with different applications. The execution time of YCSB UpdateHeavy in each run is compared to the execution time of Update-Heavy when executed alone in a container on the physical node. In this experiment, the change in the execution time is reflective of the amount of performance interference due to coscheduling with other applications.
From the results, YCSB Update-Heavy workload with Read-Only update workload relatively experiences the most interference of about 293 seconds when coexecuted whilst YCSB Update-Heavy workload experiences the least interference of 34 seconds when coexecuted with Melt application. We attribute these variations in the execution times to contention for same I/O resources. Particularly, YCSB Read-Only workloads take a longer time to process data requests and retrieve the required data from the database, thus increasing the time spent on I/O operations. In effect, the YCSB Update-Heavy workload spends more time contending for I/O resources shared with YCSB Read-Only workloads. Consequently, the throughput for YCSB Update-Heavy workload when coexecuted with Read-Only workloads is the least due to relatively longer execution time. This validates our hypothesis that there is performance interference among containers on the same physical resource. The results also show that it is imperative to estimate the performance interference between colocated applications during the coscheduling of applications.
Comparing the Proposed Method and the Weighted Mean Method (WMM).
We evaluate the relationship between the proposed interference ratio and the execution times of some Bag-of-Tasks applications and compare our results with results obtained from scheduling using Weighted Mean Method and a noninterference-aware method based on the bin-packing scheduling method of Docker Swarm.
Weighted Mean Method [16] also uses Euclidean distances to determine weights of each application according to the Principal Component Analysis (PCA). Some research works [16, 26] use the similarity between workload characteristic vectors of applications and account for noise, redundancy, and similarity in applications characteristics by using the principal components of a vector. It then uses the reciprocal of their distances as the weights to get the predicted response.
In Table 2 , we present the details of the estimated interference calculated using both the proposed method and the Weighted Mean Method. Both estimations are based on the CPU usage and I/O of four (4) workloads of scientific applications when executed with different parameters. We choose Update-Heavy workload as our target application and conduct the ensuing experiments with it. The table contains the interference ratio of all the applications in the queue waiting to be scheduled to resources in the system. From the results, applications in Cluster 0 have the highest amount of interference with Update-Heavy workload.
In this experiment, we submit 1 Update-Heavy workload, 1 Melt application, and 1 Read-Only workload and coexecute them in three runs using three scheduling strategies: the proposed interference-aware method, Weighted Mean Method, and no-interference scheduling methods. The nointerference method, which does not account for interference, is based on Docker Swarm's bin-packing strategy and chooses resources based on the highest number of containers running on that resource.
In each run, the proposed method schedules both Update-Heavy workload and Melt on the same node because Melt has the least interference of 0.00015 compared to 0.00052 when scheduled with Read-Only workload. The Weighted Mean Method however schedules both UpdateHeavy workload and Read-Only workload on the same node because Read-Only workload has the least interference of 0.43790 compared to 1.48595 when scheduled with Melt. The no-interference scheduling method which does not consider interference ratio between applications also coruns UpdateHeavy workload with Read-Only workload which has a relatively higher interference ratio of 0.00052 according to our proposed method. Figure 2 describes the scheduling result showing execution times of YCSB Update-Heavy workload when coexecuted with other applications using different scheduling strategies. For each scheduling method, we obtain the execution time of the workflow, YCSB Update-Heavy workload, and compare the results. From the results, the execution time of our proposed method is least at 732.89 seconds. However, the execution time of the no-interference and WMM is same at 1003.45 seconds since they coexecute the same applications.
The WMM model predicts interference by calculating the Euclidean distances between the data points in the clustering space and chooses three nearest data points whose reciprocal is used as the weights to get the predicted response. This does not guarantee an accurate prediction when the applications to be scheduled have highly variable differences in I/O intensities. The proposed method, however, guarantees a more accurate relationship between the prediction and the actual performance interference of applications because it predicts interference based on the distances between the target application and the application considered for coexecution.
Interference-Aware Scheduling for Dynamic Workloads.
In the previous scenarios, the proposed method is able to improve the execution time for which the Update-Heavy workload application is executed for static workloads. In other words, all the applications were present in the queue at the time of the scheduling. In this section, however, we examine the scheduling of a dynamic workload since in real scenarios, tasks arrive dynamically. Thus, a simulation experiment using CloudSim [27] , which considers the arrival of different tasks every 15 seconds, is conducted in this section to show the improvement in throughput for both Heavy I/O tasks and light I/O tasks by the proposed interference-aware We begin the execution with 50000 tasks and increasingly submit tasks at an interval of 15 seconds. We increase the job size from 50000 tasks to 100000 tasks, 150000 tasks, and 200000 tasks for both types of tasks. As soon as the jobs arrive, interference is calculated and the applications are rescheduled according to the interference-aware method. This translates to an increased number of tasks being executed within a given period of time since tasks are scheduled in a manner that reduces interference.
Accordingly, the throughput of all the applications in the system is relatively higher than for jobs which are scheduled with the no-interference-aware method:
Throughput, = Number of applications Execution time .
The threshold for the interference-aware method is randomly set at 0.2 and throughput is calculated according to (3) as the number of tasks completed during an execution, per the time of execution. As jobs with different characteristics are executed, their throughput and the number of jobs executed are compared using the proposed method and the no-interference scheduling method.
From the results in Figure 3 , the execution of tasks using both the proposed method and a no-interference method decreases in throughput for increasing number of applications due to increasing time taken to execute the applications as a result of interference and an increasing number of tasks which were not scheduled for execution due to the set interference ratio. However the throughput of the proposed method is slightly higher due to the reduced time taken for execution as a result of I/O interference mitigation. Also, Heavy I/O tasks for both scheduling methods have a lower throughput since most of the execution time of these tasks are spent performing I/O operations instead of computations. This adds to the fact that including interference awareness in scheduling decisions helps improve the throughput and the performance of applications. Scientific Programming 7 Table 3 .
Montage GALFA, a data-intensive workflow application, is an Astronomical Image Mosaic Engine for creating mosaics using multiple astronomical images. In this paper, the Montage GALFA application shrinks five (5) data cubes by averaging different number of planes (5, 10, 15, 20, 25) and then aggregates them into a mosaic [30] following three major steps.
The second target application is an aerodynamic variation of a Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulation application used for 2-dimensional Euler unsteady flow analysis. In this experiment, we deploy different meshes with sizes 2 KB, 32 KB, and 512 KB, respectively.
The third and fourth target applications, Melt and Peptide, are variations of LAMMPS. Whilst Melt simulates the rapid melting of a 3d LJ system, Peptide simulates the granular particle pour and flow of both 2D and 3D systems. We iteratively run coscheduled applications which have shorter execution times such as Melt and Peptide applications throughout the experiments to maintain fairness. Table 3 describes the result of performing clustering analysis for the applications using the proposed approach.
From the analysis, the applications are grouped into 3 clusters. Cluster 1 has the highest number of applications (15) whilst Cluster 2 has 7 applications and Cluster 0 has only 1 application, respectively. We choose Montage GALFA (5) as our target application from Cluster 2 and conduct the ensuing experiments with it. The table also contains the interference ratio of all the applications in the queue waiting to be scheduled to resources in the system. From the results, applications in Cluster 2 have the highest amount of estimated interference with Montage GALFA (5 planes) using the proposed method. Figure 4 shows the changes in execution time of GALFA workflow application, in Cluster 2, when coexecuted with applications from different clusters, 0 , 1 , and 2 , respectively. The interference ratio of the applications relative to 2 is 0.00043, 0.01781, and 1, for 0 , 1 , and 2 , respectively. The execution time of 2 in each run is compared to the execution time of 2 when executed alone in a container on the physical node. In this experiment, the difference in the execution time is considered as the amount of performance interference due to coscheduling with another application.
From the results, 2 experiences the most interference of about 63 seconds when executed with a similar application from the same cluster whilst 2 experiences the least interference of 4 seconds when coexecuted with 0 . This also validates our hypothesis that there is performance interference among containers on the same physical resource and proves that our proposed interference ratio accurately predicts the interference among applications from different clusters. The results also show that it is imperative to clearly understand the performance relationship between colocated applications during the coscheduling of applications.
Performance Interference for Montage GALFA Using
Different Scheduling Strategies. In this experiment, we submit 1 Montage GALFA (5 planes) workflow, Melt (3500) application, and 1 Peptide (3000) application and coexecute them in three runs using three scheduling strategies: bin-packing, random, and the proposed interference-aware scheduler. The bin-packing strategy chooses resources based on the highest number of containers running on that resource and so schedules all the applications on the same node. The random scheduler and the proposed method, however, schedule both Montage GALFA (5 planes) and Peptide (3000) on the same node. The proposed method considers the interference ratio between the applications in making the scheduling decision and chooses Peptide (3000) which has a ratio of 0.00728 relative to 0.0181 of Melt (3500) applications. Due to the differences in execution times of both applications, Melt (3500) and Peptide (3000) applications are run iteratively in 20 runs to cover the span of time for which Montage GALFA (5 planes) is executed. Figure 5 describes the scheduling result of our interference-aware scheduling algorithm, as shown in Section 3. For each scheduling method, we obtain the execution time of the workflow, Montage GALFA (5 planes), and compare the results. From the results, the execution time of our proposed interference-aware method and the random method is the least at 2117 seconds whilst that of bin-packing strategy is the highest at 2177 seconds. This is because the bin-packing strategy schedules all the applications on the same node without considering the contention for shared resources. Also from Figure 5 , our method is able to improve the throughput of Montage GALFA application by 4.58% relative to the throughput when executed alone. This also shows that our method is able to mitigate interference. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we propose an interference-aware scheduling method for both BOT and scientific workflows in different experiments. For BOT applications, the proposed method is compared with the Weighted Mean Method and evaluated for dynamic workloads whilst for scientific workflows the methods efficiency is evaluated for three different container placement strategies. From each of our experiments, we establish the fact that there is performance interference among applications when coexecuted using containers on the same node. Our proposed method however reduces the amount of interference when compared with other methods.
In the future we further investigate different interference prediction approaches for applications run in OS-level virtualized environments.
Notations

Q:
A queue with a set of applications waiting to be scheduled ℎ : An application in a queue Q with profile data on resource usage and an application in Cluster( ) Cluster( )( ℎ , ): An th Cluster containing ℎ data points and centroid :
Another data point in Cluster( ) selected for coexecution with ℎ :
The centroid of Cluster( ) ℎ : Th e i n t e r f e r e n c e r a t i o b e t w e e n and ℎ Select ( ℎ , ): Randomly selecting an application from a cluster CalcDist( , ): Calculating the distance between data point and centroid CalcR( , ):
Calculating interference between two points SelectMin( ℎ ): Selecting the application with the least interference ratio :
A threshold value for interference default: Container placement strategy indicated by the user N:
A list of nodes in the node cluster :
A nth node from the list of nodes in the node cluster cont ℎ :
A nℎth container on node( ) FindNode(): Returns available node according to the parameter indicated min cont :
Node with minimum number of containers max cont : Nodewithmaximumnumberof containers ran cont :
Randomly selected available node.
